ALEXA Mini Configuration Overview

**Lenses Setup**

- EF Lens Mount
- PL LDS Lens Mount
- B4 Lens Mount
- 3rd party EF lens
- LPL Lens Mount
- 3rd party PL servo lens

- PL to B4 Lens Adapter
- SMPTE 311 Camera Cable

**Multi-Camera Setup**

- SMPTE 311 Camera Cable
- Ethernet
- Fiber Patch Panel
- SMPTE 311 Breakout Cable
- Ethernet
- AC Power Supply
- Tactical Fiber

**Single Camera Setup**

- SMPTE 311 Camera Cable
- Ethernet
- Fiber Patch Panel
- SMPTE 311 Breakout Cable
- Ethernet
- AC Power Supply
- Tactical Fiber